
Does your community need more shelter?
Follow the decision tree below to determine the strategies that are most suitable given your local context.

Assess Inventory: How does your existing shelter inventory compare to the population sleeping outside?Step One

There is a lot more shelter for X population but Y 
population is more likely to be staying outside

We have transitional housing but not 
as much shelter

Most of our shelter is for the population that 
needs it and we have little to no transitional 

housing inventory remaining

Solution: Convert some shelter 
inventory to Y population

Solution: Convert transitional housing 
programs to emergency shelter Continue to Step Two

Step Two
Assess Performance: Does current shelter operate well and efficiently? Use local data to determine your system’s current performance. Review A 
through H, as multiple scenarios may apply, and check off solutions that your community has already implemented, if applicable. Then continue to 
Step Three.

Entries: Who gets into shelter? LOS: How long do people stay in shelter? Exits: Where do people exit to? 
A) A significant
number of 
people are 
entering shelter 
from “housed” 
locations

Solution: Implement diversion 
and limit shelter to serve 
primarily people who are 
unsheltered; (target >75% from 
unsheltered and >35% diverted)

B) People are
screened out due 
to substance use, 
criminal 
background, etc.

Solution: Reduce barriers to 
shelter entry; ensure 
shelters serve those living 
outside

C) Beds are not
fully occupied 

Solution: Address occupancy 
through outreach, rule 
changes, fast filling (target 
>95% occupancy)

F) Median LOS
are long (>60 
days)

G) Median LOS are
short but Average 
is long (lots of long 
term stayers)

H) LOS is short
but we have time 
limits; lots of 
people go from 
shelter to shelter

Solution: Focus on shortening 
stays by exiting more people 
to permanent housing 
(target < 60 days)

Solution: Focus on assisting & 
reducing long-term shelter 
stayers to free up beds

Solution: if many to other 
shelters or unsheltered 
locations, reconsider how 
using time limits; focus on 
rehousing rather than shuffling

D) We don’t
know where 
they go

Solution: Focus on outcomes 
data to know where people are 
going (target 85% known.)

E) Few people
leave shelter for 
permanent 
housing

Solution: Focus on re-
housing as main goal of 
shelter (>40% of exits)

Step Three After implementing solutions above, which scenario most closely applies to your community?

2. Help! We’ve implemented
the solutions and measure 
these areas regularly. Had 
some impact but there are still 
a lot of people living outside!

You probably need more shelter 
but you will also need to create 
even more housing exits to keep 
performance high in the areas 
listed above.

3. Well... We have not
done everything above but 
political forces mean we’re 
adding shelter anyway.

OK, measure your 
performance and implement 
the solutions now as you add 
shelter or you will likely add 
shelter without reducing 
homelessness.

1. Thanks! We did those things
and we got a lot more shelter out 
of our existing system! We’re 
putting new resources into 
housing.

Continue to Step Three
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